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Abstract

Background: The study aimed to compare the diagnostic performance of T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) score 3
transition zone (TZ) lesions between Prostate Imaging and Reporting Data System (PI-RADS) v2.1 and modified PI-
RADS v2.1-B.

Results: Among TZ lesions (n = 78), 47 (60.0%) had T2WI score of 3, and 16 of the 47 (34.0%) were malignant. The
rate of malignancy was 8.8% in PI-RADS category 3A, 100% in PI-RADS category 3B, and 100% in PI-RADS category
4. The apparent diffusion coefficient value of PI-RADS category 3B (0.934 ± 0.158 × 10−3 mm2/s) showed significant
difference with that of PI-RADS category 3A (1.098 ± 0.146 × 10−3 mm2/s) but none with PI-RADS category 4 (0.821
± 0.091 × 10−3 mm2/s). There was no significant difference in the sensitivity and negative predictive value of PI-
RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B. Specificity and positive predictive value of modified PI-RADS v2.1-B were much
higher than those of PI-RADS v2.1 for both readers (p < .001). The area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve tended to be higher with PI-RADS v2.1-B than with PI-RADS v2.1.

Conclusion: Biopsy for PI-RADS 3B lesion is necessary due to its superior malignancy potential than that of PI-RADS
3A lesion.

Keywords: Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging, Prostate cancer, Prostate Imaging and Reporting Data
System

Background
Prostate cancer is the second most frequently diagnosed
cancer and the fifth leading cause of cancer mortality
among men worldwide [1, 2]. The incidence of prostate
cancer has increased since the 1990s due to the imple-
mentation of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing and
development of a cancer registration system [3]. The in-
cidence varies greatly across the globe and has been in-
creasing in most Asian countries [3, 4]. Despite the
majority of prostate cancer occurring in the peripheral
zone (PZ), up to 30% of prostate cancer occurs in the
transition zone (TZ) [5].

Among the various diagnostic tools available, multi-
parametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) has
been widely used for prostate-cancer detection and risk
stratification. According to a recent meta-analysis, the
sensitivity and specificity of mpMRI reached 0.87 and
0.68, respectively, and especially accessing highly malig-
nant lesion, mpMRI had better diagnostic accuracy com-
pared to biparametric MRI [6, 7].. The application of
mpMRI for diagnosing prostate cancer has been recom-
mended in the National Comprehensive Cancer Net-
work, European Association of Urology, and European
Society of Urogenital Radiology guidelines [8].
The American College of Radiology, European Radi-

ology of Uroradiology, and AdMeTech Foundation
jointly put forth the Prostate Imaging and Reporting
Data System (PI-RADS) Version 2 in 2015 to standardize
the assessment of the probability of clinically significant
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prostate cancer using mpMRI. However, due to limita-
tions such as suboptimal inter-reader responsibility, a
high false-negative rate for the lower PI-RADS assess-
ment category, and a lower detection rate for TZ pros-
tate cancer (TZPC) than for PZ prostate cancer, the
updated PI-RADS Version 2.1 (PI-RADS v2.1) was de-
veloped in 2019 [9–11]. Several studies suggested that
PI-RADS v2.1 is preferable for evaluating transition-zone
lesions and showed that it provided comparable inter-
reader agreement [12–14]. One study reported that typ-
ical benign prostatic nodules in the TZ were down-
graded, but there were no significant changes in the
number of positive and negative MRI results identified
using PI-RADS v2.1 [15]. This means that PI-RADS v2.1
is expected to have little influence on clinical
management.
Although biopsy should be considered for PI-RADS 4

or 5 (but not for PI-RADS 1 or 2), PI-RADS v2.1 does
not include recommendations for management. This is
because factors other than MRI findings must be taken
into account, including clinical history, laboratory find-
ings, local preferences, expertise, and standards of care.
Thus, biopsy may or may not be appropriate for PI-
RADS 3, depending on these other factors. One of the
major modifications in the updated version 2.1 is the
diagnostic criteria for TZPC on T2-weighted images.
The following were considered PI-RADS 3 lesions: le-
sions with a T2WI score of 3 and DWI score of 4 or
less, T2WI score of 2, and DWI score of 4 or more.
Should all PI-RADS 3 lesions in the TZ be biopsied?
Our findings shed light on this question.
This study aimed to compare the diagnostic perfor-

mances of PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B in detect-
ing TZPC and propose the sub-classification of PI-RADS
category 3 lesions for a more accurate evaluation that
could improve clinical treatment.

Methods
Our institutional review board approved this study, and
the need to obtain informed patient consent was waived
due to the retrospective nature of the study.

Patient population
This study included 80 patients with pathologically
proven prostate cancer at our institution between March
2014 and February 2019 were included; their age ranged
from 59 to 83 years, and mean age ± SD was 70.7 ± 5.82
years.

Inclusion criteria
Patients who underwent mpMRI prior to radical prosta-
tectomy were included.

Exclusion criteria
Patients with low-quality mpMRI image; patients with
incomplete investigation of clinicopathologic factors;
and patients who were treated with neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy before surgery were excluded (Fig. 1).

Clinicopathologic information
Data on preoperative serum PSA, total cancer size,
Gleason score (GS), seminal-vesicle invasion, lymph-
node invasion, extracapsular extension, and tumor lo-
cation were retrospectively collected. The GSs were
evaluated according to the 2014 International Society
of Urological Pathology Modified Gleason Grading
System [16] and divided into three groups: GS 6, GS
7, and GS 8–9. The presence of seminal-vesicle inva-
sion, lymph-node invasion, and extracapsular exten-
sion was investigated (Table 1).

MR image technique
MR examinations were performed with Achieva 3.0T
MRI (Philips Medical Systems, Netherlands) and Ingenia
3.0T CX (Philips Medical Systems, Netherlands) using a
pelvic phased-array coil. All images were taken with the
patients in the supine position. After acquisition of the
localizing image by sagittal T2-weighted turbo spin-echo
(TSE) imaging, an adequate scan range was established.
Axial, coronal, and sagittal T2-weighted TSE images

of the prostate and seminal vesicles were obtained
with the following parameters: repetition time/echo
time/fractional anisotropy (TR/TE/FA) (ms) 3184.6/
140/90, field of view (FOV) 180 × 180, section thick-
ness 3 mm, intersection gap 1 mm, matrix size 320 ×
320, and number of excitations (NEX) 2. T2-weighted
fat-saturation axial images were investigated using the
following parameters: TR/TE/FA (ms) 2729.5/70/90,
matrix size 320 × 257, and other parameters with T2-
weighted TSE images. Axial T1-weighted TSE images
were obtained using TR/TE/FA (ms) 530.9/10/90,
FOV 180 × 180, section thickness 3 mm, intersection
gap 1 mm, matrix size 320 × 320, and NEX 2. Axial
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) of the prostate was
performed using a single-shot echoplanar imaging
technique and a b value of 1000 mm2/s with the fol-
lowing parameters: TR/TE/FA (ms) 6000/69.5/90,
FOV 180 × 180, section thickness 3 mm, intersection
gap 0 mm, matrix size 72 × 71, and NEX 7. ADC
values were obtained from DWI sequences performed
with b values of 0 and 1000 mm2/s. Dynamic
contrast-enhanced (DCE) images were obtained with
TR/TE/FA 3.3/1.6/10, FOV 200 × 200, section thick-
ness 6 mm, intersection gap 0.5 mm, matrix size 200
× 200, and NEX 4 (Table 2).
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MR image analysis
A uroradiologist with more than 15 years of experience
in interpreting MR prostate examinations (reader 1) and
a radiologist with 3 years of clinical experience (reader
2) reviewed the mpMRIs. First, the detection and inter-
pretation of prostate cancer were based on PI-RADS
v2.1; prostate cancers in the PZ were assessed with DWI
as the dominant sequence, and TZPC with a T2WI se-
quence. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values
were obtained from the region of interest (ROI) of the
center of the detective lesion. ROI sizes were selected as
either the smallest or the default size allowed by the
PACS workstation (INFINITT PACS M6, Infinitt
Healthcare Co., Seoul, Korea).
Then, all lesions were reanalyzed using modified PI-

RADS v2.1-B with the new PI-RADS category subclassi-
fication. We subclassified PI-RADS category 3 TZ le-
sions as PI-RADS category 3B (biopsy-needed lesion; the
lesion revealing T2WI score 3 with DWI score 4) and
PI-RADS category 3A (no biopsy-needed lesion; the le-
sion revealing T2WI score 3 with DWI scores 1, 2, and
3) (Fig. 2). Two radiologists independently assessed the
lesions in the TZ and PZ of the prostate gland and

scored them from 1 to 5 for T2WI and DWI using PI-
RADS v2.1 and modified PI-RADS v2.1-B, respectively.
In case of disagreement, the final decision was made by
an experienced uroradiologist.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
To evaluate interobserver agreement for the

categorization of lesions according to PI-RADS v2.1 and
modified PI-RADS v2.1-B, we used receiver operating
characteristic curve analysis and compared the areas
under the receiver operating characteristic curve be-
tween two readers. We also computed the weighted
quadratic kappa coefficients. After consensus (in case of
disagreement), the diagnostic performances for TZPC of
PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B were evaluated using
the chi-square test. Chi-square and independent sample
t tests were used to compare ADC values and clinico-
pathologic characteristics between prostate lesions. The
level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.

Fig. 1 Flow chart of inclusion criteria
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Results
This study included patients who underwent mpMRI
prior to radical prostatectomy. Ninety-six men were ini-
tially included, and 16 of them were excluded. Total 80
patients were included in this study. A total of 158 le-
sions were detected in 80 patients. Of the 80 patients, 95
of malignant lesions (36 with TZPC, 59 with PZ prostate
cancer), and 63 of benign lesions (42 with TZ, 21 with
PZ) were detected. Among the TZ lesions (n = 78), 12
(15.4%) had T2WI score of 2, 47 (60.0%) had T2WI
scores of 3, 7 (9.0%) of T2WI score 4, and 12 (15.3%) of
T2WI score 5. The malignancy rate of each T2WI score
lesions were 0% in T2WI score 2, 34.0% in T2WI score
3, and 100% in both T2WI score 4 and 5.

Assessment of T2WI score 3 lesions of TZPC
In evaluating T2WI score 3 lesions of TZPC, the two
readers frequently appeared discordant. For this reason,
we compared clinicopathologic characteristics and ADC
values between T2WI score 3 lesions of TZPC (Table 3).
We subcategorized T2WI score 3 lesions by DWI score:
1/2/3, 4, or 5 lesions. Among 47 lesions that were evalu-
ated as T2WI score 3, 10 were categorized as PI-RADS
category 3B, showing high signal intensity on DWI im-
ages (b = 1000) at the corresponding nodule with low
signal intensity on the ADC map, resulting in a DWI
score of 4. These lesions were categorized as 3 according
to PI-RADS v2.1 but as 3B according to PI-RADS v2.1-
B. All of the lesions in the PI-RADS 3B group were
pathologically confirmed as malignant (GS 7) (Fig. 3).
Two of the 10 lesions showed extracapsular extension.
The average ADC value was 0.934; 34 of the 47 le-
sions with a T2WI score of 3 were categorized as PI-
RADS category 3A, showing subtle iso-signal intensity
on the DWI image (b = 1000) at the corresponding
nodule and low signal intensity on the ADC map,
resulting in a DWI score of 3. These lesions were cat-
egorized as 3 according to PI-RADS v2.1 but as 3A
according to PI-RADS v2.1-B. Thirty-one of these 34
lesions were histologically confirmed as benign hyper-
plastic nodules (Fig. 4); three of them showed histo-
logically confirmed malignancy (one lesion of GS 6,
two lesions of GS 7). These were false-negative cases;
we categorized them with a T2 score of 3 and DWI
score of 3, resulting in a final score of 3 based on
v2.1 and 3A based on v2.1-B. The patients underwent
radical prostatectomy and were confirmed to have
TZPC (Fig. 5). The average ADC value was 1.166.
Three lesions were included in PI-RADS category 4,
as they were more than 1.5 cm with high signal in-
tensity on the DWI images (b = 1000) and low signal
intensity on the ADC map, resulting in a DWI score
of 5. These lesions were categorized as 4 according to
both PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B. All of the

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of enrolled patients with
pathologically proved prostate cancer

Clinicopathologic findings Patients (n = 80)

Age (years; mean, range) 70.7 (59–83)

Serum PSA

Total PSA 13.09 (1.3–66.2)

Free PSA 1.70 (0.2–7.2)

Cancer location

Transition zone 22

Peripheral zone 44

Transition and peripheral zone 14

Pathologic T stage

T2a, T2b 16

T2c 41

T3a 13

T3b 10

Pathologic N stage

N0 76

N1 4

Seminal vesicle invasion

No 71

Yes 9

Extracapsular extension

No 49

Yes 31

Gleason score (GS)

6 6

7 63

8-9 11

Table 2 Protocols of each sequence of prostate MRI

DW-SENSE T2WI TSE DCE-MRI

TR/TE/FA (ms) 6000/69.5/90 3184.6/140/90 3.3/1.6/10

Matrix size 72 × 71 320 × 320 200 × 200

FOV 180 × 180 180 × 180 200 × 200

NEX 7.0 2.0 4.0

SENSE 2.0 2.0 1.5

Thickness (mm) 3.0 3.0 6.0

Section gap 0 1.0 0.5

Imaging time 5 m 06 s 2 m 20 s 5 m 15 s

DW-SENSE diffusion-weighted single-shot echo-planar imaging with sensitivity
encoding, DCE-MRI dynamic contrast enhance-magnetic resonance imaging
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Fig. 2 Examples of transition zone prostate cancer for reader interpreted according to modified PI-RADS v2.1-B. a T2-weighted image (T2WI)
showed 17-mm-sized encapsulated nodule with mild hyperintensity (T2WI score 2) in the right transition zone with linear diffusion restriction
(DWI score 2). The lesion was categorized as 2 according to PI-RADS v2.1-B. b T2WI showed 12-mm-sized obscured marginated, heterogeneous
nodule (T2WI score 3) in the rignt transition zone with mild diffusion restriction (DWI score 3), which was categorized as 3A according to PI-RADS
v2.1-B. c T2WI showed 10-mm-sized obscured, heterogeneous nodule (T2WI score 3) in the left transition zone, with focal marked diffusion
restriction (DWI score 4), suggesting category 3B according to PI-RADS v2.1-B. d T2WI showed 13-mm-sized non-circumscribed, homogeneous
nodule (T2WI score 4) in the right transition zone, with marked diffusion restriction (DWI score 4). The lesion was categorized as PI-RADS 4. e
T2WI showed 17mm sized homogeneous nodule with extracapsular extension in the right transition zone (T2WI score 5), with marked diffusion
restriction (DWI score 5), suggesting PI-RADS category 5

Table 3 Comparison of clinicopathologic characteristics and ADC value between T2WI scores in transition zone prostate cancer

T2WI score 2 (n =
12)

T2WI score 3 (n = 47) T2WI score 4 (n = 7) T2WI score 5 (n =
12)

DWI 1, 2, 3 DWI 1, 2, 3 DWI 4 DWI 5 DWI 1, 2,
3

DWI 4 DWI 5

Modified PI-RADS
category

Category 2 Category
3A

Category
3B

Category 4 Category
4

Category 4 Category 5

Lesion number 12 34 10 3 1 6 12

Characteristics

Benign 12 31 0 0 0 0 0

Malignant 0 3 10 3 1 6 12

Extracapsular extension

Positive 0 0 2 3 0 1 11

Negative 12 34 8 0 1 5 1

Gleason score

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 2 10 3 0 5 9

8-9 0 0 0 0 1 1 3

ADC value 1.147 ± 0.140 1.098 ±
0.146

0.934 ±
0.158

0.821 ±
0.091

1.001 0.874 ±
0.126

0.697 ± 0.122

DWI diffusion-weighted image, ADC apparent diffusion coefficient
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lesions in the PI-RADS 4 group showed extracapsular
extension, and histologically confirmed malignancy
(GS 7). The average ADC value was 0.821. The ADC
value of PI-RADS category 3B (0.934 ± 0.158 × 10−3

mm2/s) differed significantly with that of PI-RADS
category 3A (1.098 ± 0.146 × 10−3 mm2/s) but
showed no difference when compared with PI-RADS
category 4 (0.821 ± 0.091 × 10−3 mm2/s). The malig-
nancy rate of T2WI score 3 lesions was 34.0% (16/
47): 8.8% in PI-RADS category 3A (3/34), 100% in PI-
RADS category 3B (10/10), and 100% in PI-RADS
category 4 (3/3).

Analysis of inter-reader agreement and diagnostic
performance for PI-RADS v2.1
Regarding inter-reader agreement for malignancy detec-
tion, the kappa value was 0.949 for PI-RADS v2.1 (indi-
cating almost perfect agreement) and 0.933 for PI-RADS
v2.1-B (indicating almost perfect agreement). In PI-
RADS v2.1, there was disagreement for four patients; in
PI-RADS v2.1-B, there was disagreement for five.
In comparing the diagnostic performance for TZPC

detection between PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B,
there was no significant difference in diagnostic sensi-
tivity for either reader (100% vs. 97.8%, p = .16; and

Fig. 3 Multiparametric magnetic resonance image of a 60-year-old patient who underwent radical prostatectomy (serum prostate-specific
antigen 4.1 ng/ml, apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] 0.887). An axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) (a) and dynamic contrast-enhanced image (b)
indicate an approximately 1 cm, heterogeneous, obscured, marginated nodule with minimal enhancement in the left transition zone (arrows),
resulting in a T2WI score of 3. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) (b = 1000) (c) demonstrated high signal intensity at the corresponding nodule
with low signal intensity on an ADC map (d), resulting in a DWI score of 4. This lesion was categorized as 3 according to PI-RADS v2.1 but as 3B
according to PI-RADS v2.1-B. The patient underwent radical prostatectomy, which confirmed transition-zone cancer with a Gleason score of 7 (4
+ 3). The procedure revealed multiple poorly formed glands with peripherally arranged nuclei and a macronucleolus (e)
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100% vs. 96.7%, p = .08) (Table 4). The diagnostic
specificity of v2.1-B was significantly higher for both
reader 1 (38.1% vs. 93.7, p < .001) and reader 2
(17.0% vs. 90.5%, p < .001). The positive predictive
value differed significantly between v2.1 and v2.1-B
for both readers (70.0% vs. 95.7%, p < .001; and
70.0% vs. 93.6%, p < .001). The negative predictive
value did not differ significantly for either reader
(100% vs. 96.7%, p = .37; and 100% vs. 95.0%, p =
.52). The area under the curve tended to be higher in
v2.1-B for both readers (0.933 vs. 0.972; and 0.926 vs.
0.960).

After reaching a consensus in case of disagreement,
the diagnostic performances for TZPC between PI-
RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B were also evaluated
(Table 5). Diagnostic sensitivity did not differ signifi-
cantly between v2.1 and v2.1-B (100% vs. 94.1%, p =
.15), but diagnostic specificity did differ significantly
(22.7% vs. 97.7%, p < .001). The positive predictive value
was significantly higher in v2.1 (50.0% vs. 97.0%, p <
.001), but the negative predictive value showed no sig-
nificant difference between the two versions (100% vs.
95.6%, p = .497). The area under the curve tended to be
higher in v2.1-B (0.834 vs. 0.970).

Fig. 4 Multiparametric magnetic resonance image of a 61-year-old man with a left transition-zone nodule (serum prostate-specific antigen 5.318
ng/ml, apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] 0.868). An axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) (a) and dynamic contrast-enhanced image (b) indicate an
approximately 1 cm, heterogeneous, obscured, marginated nodule with minimal enhancement in the left transition zone (arrows), resulting in a
T2WI score of 3. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) (b = 1000) (c) demonstrated subtle iso-signal intensity at the corresponding nodule with low
signal intensity on an ADC map (d), resulting in a DWI score of 3. This lesion was categorized as 3 according to PI-RADS v2.1 but as 3A according
to PI-RADS v2.1-B. Transrectal ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy was performed. Pathology confirmed a benign hyperplastic nodule, composed
of hyperplastic glands with papillary infoldings and lined by double-layered inner columnar and outer cuboidal epithelium (e)
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Fig. 5 Multiparametric magnetic resonance image of a 69-year-old patient who underwent radical prostatectomy (serum prostate-specific antigen 8.3 ng/ml,
apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC] 1.140). An axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) (a) and dynamic contrast-enhanced image (b) indicate an approximately 1.3 cm,
heterogeneous, obscured, marginated nodule with mild enhancement in the right transition zone (arrows), resulting in a T2WI score of 3. Diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI) (b = 1000) (c) demonstrated subtle iso-signal intensity at the corresponding nodule with low signal intensity on an ADC map (d), resulting in a
DWI score of 3. This lesion was categorized as 3 according to PI-RADS v2.1 but as 3A according to PI-RADS v2.1-B. The patient underwent radical
prostatectomy, which confirmed transition-zone cancer with a Gleason score of 7 (4 + 3). The procedure revealed crowded irregular glands with at least a wisp
of stroma between each gland (e). This was a false-negative case first categorized with a T2 score of 3 and DWI score of 3. The final category was determined
to be 3 based on v2.1 and 3A based on v2.1-B, which is pathologically confirmed malignancy

Table 4 Comparison of diagnostic performance for transition zone prostate cancer detection between PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS
v2.1-B

Reader 1 Reader 2

PI-RADS P
value

PI-RADS P
valuev 2.1 v 2.1-B v 2.1 v 2.1-B

Sensitivity 100 (91/91) 97.8 (89/91) 0.155 100 (91/91) 96.7 (88/91) 0.081

Specificity 38.1 (24/63) 93.7 (59/63) < 0.000 17.0 (8/47) 90.5 (57/63) < 0.000

Positive predictive value 70.0 (91/130) 95.7 (89/93) < 0.000 70.0 (91/130) 93.6 (88/94) < 0.000

Negative predictive value 100 (24/24) 96.7 (59/61) 0.369 100 (8/8) 95.0 (57/60) 0.518

AUC 0.933 (0.896-0.971) 0.972 (0.946-0.998) 0.926 (0.896–0.965) 0.960 (0.929–0.991)

AUC area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
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Discussion
The PI-RADS v2.1 definition of clinically significant can-
cer is intended to standardize reporting of mpMRI
exams and correlate with pathology for clinical and re-
search applications; based on the current uses and cap-
abilities of mpMRI and MRI-targeted procedures, the
definition uses GS > 7 (including 3 + 4 with prominent
but not predominant Gleason 4 component), volume >
0.5 cc, and/or extraprostatic extension. The PI-RADS
v2.1 assessment uses a 5-point scale based on the

probability of clinically significant cancer, using mpMRI
findings on T2W, DWI, and DCE-MRI.
In this study, all lesions were re-analyzed using the

modified PI-RADS v2.1-B: our new PI-RADS subclas-
sification. We subclassified PI-RADS category 3 TZ
lesions as PI-RADS category 3B (biopsy needed;
T2WI score 3 with DWI score 4) or PI-RADS cat-
egory 3A (no biopsy needed; T2WI score 3 with DWI
score 1, 2, or 3). Figure 6 reveals the appropriate ex-
amples of this study.

Table 5 Diagnostic performance of transition zone prostate cancer detection between PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-B

PI-RADS P
valuev 2.1 v 2.1-B

Sensitivity 100 (34/34) 94.1 (32/34) 0.151

Specificity 22.7 (10/44) 97.7 (43/44) < 0.000

Positive predictive value 50.0 (34/68) 97.0 (32/33) < 0.000

Negative predictive value 100 (10/10) 95.6 (43/45) 0.497

AUC 0.834 (0.742–0.925) 0.970 (0.000–1.000)

Fig. 6 Multiparametric magnetic resonance image of a 81-year-old patient with serum PSA 15.9 ng/ml. An axial T2-weighted image (T2WI) and
dynamic contrast-enhanced image (a, b) indicate an approximately 1.3 cm, obscured marginated, heterogeneous nodule with minimal
enhancement in the right transition zone (arrows), resulting in a T2WI score of 3. The other 9-mm-sized encapsulated, homogeneous nodule was
detected in the left transition zone (opened arrows), revealing T2WI score of 2. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) (b = 1000) and ADC map (c, d)
demonstrated focal marked diffusion restriction at the corresponding right transition zone nodule (arrows) with low signal intensity on an ADC
map (DWI score 4, with ADC value of 0.620), and left transition zone nodule revealed no diffusion restriction (DWI score 1, with ADC value of
1.040). These lesions were each categorized as category 3B (right transition zone) and 2 (left transition zone), according to PI-RADS v2.1-B, and we
recommended biopsy for right transition zone nodule. These lesions were confirmed right transition-zone cancer with a Gleason score of 7 (3 +
4), and benign hyperplastic nodule in left transition zone, each
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We compared clinicopathologic characteristics and
ADC values between T2WI score 3 lesions of TZPC and
evaluated the diagnostic performances and inter-reader
agreements of the modified PI-RADS v2.1-B and PI-
RADS v2.1. We found the malignancy rate of T2WI score
3 lesions of TZPC differed among the three groups: 8.8%
in PI-RADS category 3A, 100% in PI-RADS category 3B,
and 100% in PI-RADS category 4. The average ADC value
was significantly different between the PI-RADS category
3A and PI-RADS category 3B groups, but no difference
was found between the PI-RADS category 3B and PI-
RADS category 4 groups. This suggests that the lesions in-
cluded in PI-RADS category 3B share many characteristics
with those in PI-RADS category 4, and biopsy may be
needed due to the high possibility of malignancy.
In PI-RADS v2, a score of 3 or more has been used as

a threshold to determine the need for biopsy, but the de-
tection rate among PI-RADS category 3 lesions of TZ
revealed considerable variation in several studies, ran-
ging from 3.8 to 33.1% [17–19]. In addition, one study
suggested that, according to PI-RADS v2, the prostate
lesions characterized on 3T mpMRI as PI-RADS cat-
egory 3 have a low likelihood of clinically significant
prostate cancer [20]. For this reason, some prior studies
have suggested the optimal cutoff for biopsy require-
ment in TZ lesions is a score of 4 or more, as it has high
specificity [21, 22]. However, due to the possibility of
malignancy in TZ lesions with T2WI score 3 and DWI
score 4, subcategorization of these lesions should be
considered. The need for subcategorization is further
supported by the high malignancy rate among these le-
sions in this study.
Several previous study presented variability of inter-

reader agreement and diagnostic performance of PI-
RADS v2.1 in detecting prostate cancer, especially TZPC
[23, 24]. One study revealed inter-reader agreement im-
proved in PZPC using PI-RADS v2.1 but not TZPC, and
suggested areas where additional modification of PI-
RADS v2.1 could further improve inter-reader agree-
ment and diagnostic performance [25]. In this study, by
subcategorization of T2WI score 3 lesion of TZ, the
level of inter-reader agreement in malignancy detection
between the two readers had never lagged behind; al-
most perfect agreement for PI-RADS v2.1-B (κ = 0.933)
in addition to PI-RADS v2.1 (κ = 0.949). After compar-
ing the diagnostic performances of the two readers for
TZPC detection using PI-RADS v2.1 and PI-RADS v2.1-
B, we found that PI-RADS v2.1-B had a higher specificity
and positive predictive value for both readers; these dif-
ferences were statistically significant. Furthermore, after
consensus in the case of disagreement, PI-RADS v2.1-B
had significantly higher specificity and positive predictive
value. Through this, PI-RADS v2.1-B may contribute to
the detection of TZPC more accurately.

There were several limitations to this study. First, this
was a retrospective study performed at a single center,
which may have resulted in selection bias. Second, the
number of lesions included in our study was low, leading
to underpowered statistical analysis. This study is a work
for testing a subcategorization of PI-RADS category 3
TZ lesions. Thus, larger multi-center studies including
large number of patients are needed to validate our find-
ings and modify of PI-RADS v2.1. Third, this study
assessed diagnostic performance only for TZ lesions, and
prostate cancer occurs more frequently in the PZ. How-
ever, we felt it necessary to focus on TZ lesions due to
the ambiguity of T2WI scoring of the TZ. Finally, ana-
lysis of previously detected lesions may have impacted
inter-reader agreement and diagnostic performance.

Conclusions
This study showed significantly higher specificity and
positive predictive value with PI-RADS v2.1-B than with
PI-RADS v2.1. PI-RADS category 3B lesions, which were
upgraded based on DWI score, tended to have greater
potential for malignancy than PI-RADS category 3A le-
sions. This indicates that subcategorization of PI-RADS
category 3 TZ lesions may contribute to accurate evalu-
ation and effective clinical management. This study is a
test of subcategorization of PI-RADS category 3 TZ le-
sions, so multicenter studies are needed to validate this
study and modify of PI-RADS v2.1.
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